Abstract
Background: The complex fractures of the proximal humerus remain daemmas far as treatment is concerned. Although better-quality techniques of internal fixation and prosthetic replacement are introduced effectively in the field of operative fracture care, management of complex fractures of the proximal humerus for head preserving modalities in injuries involving the humeral head remains to be a major factor concerning the trauma surgeon.

Materials & Methods: Thirty nine patients with complex three or four part proximal fracture of humerus with dislocation of humeral head were treated and analyzed for results of percutaneous reduction and external fixation. All Patients were subjected to careful closed reduction under general anesthesia with optimal relaxation and fluoroscopic control followed by percutaneous external fixation of proximal humerus in optimal position. The patients were evaluated clinically and radiologically for a period till union or 10 months, whichever was earlier. One patient had an incomplete brachial plexus injury, which was yet to recover completely at the end of last follow up 10 months, with acceptable hand, elbow and shoulder function.

Results: Percutaneous reduction & external fixation to treat complex fractures of the proximal humerus produces good results, if correct re-position and biological principles are respected. Most of the patients were pain-free and the shoulders functioned well despite the severity of shoulder injury.

Conclusions: Percutaneous reduction and external fixation is a reasonable and logical approach to treat complex proximal humeral head fractures, rather than conservative treatment and before hemi-arthroplasty by prosthesis is considered, in view of the acceptable results obtained. Our study shows that complex fractures of the proximal humerus should be treated initially by head preserving procedures. The probable revascularization of the humeral head occurs by creeping substitution as the shoulder is non weight bearing joint.
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Introduction
The Proximal Humerus fractures most commonly effects the elderly population and elderly women with osteoporosis. These fractures accounts for a total of 4% to 5% of all the fractures [1]. The majority (85%) of these fractures show minimal or no displacement and can be treated successfully with conservative treatment and early mobilization [2,3,4]. In contrast, conservative management of displaced fractures of proximal humerus often results in mal union and poor shoulder function. In this subset of individuals surgical treatment is recommended [5]. The widely accepted treatment of severely comminuted intra-articular proximal humeral fractures is hemi-arthroplasty or total shoulder arthroplasty [6,7]. Several surgical treatment options, such as closed reduction and percutaneous fixation [8], open reduction and internal fixation with a variety of constructs [9-13], proximal humeral intra medullary nailing [14] and shoulder arthroplasty [15], have been used with relatively good outcomes.

There are very few reported studies in literature regarding external fixation of displaced proximal humeral fractures [5,16-23]. Compared with open reduction and osteo-synthesis, external fixation techniques for displaced proximal humeral fractures avoid dissection and stripping of the soft tissues, leads to higher union rates, has a lower incidence of avascular necrosis, prevention of normal scapula humeral relation at its border and speedy rehabilitation [16,17]. There are however, conflicting reports from different studies regarding use of external fixation as treatment modality for displaced proximal humeral fractures [5,17-23]. Many studies in literature reports good or excellent results and less complication compared with open techniques [20-23], whereas some other studies reports state that external fixation and stabilization of proximal humeral fractures is
technically demanding and can be used for two part 2-part proximal humeral fractures. External fixation also might lead to acceptance of less than optimal reduction as far as fracture stability is concerned, especially in elderly population with poor bone stock (osteoporosis) [5,17-19]. In our study we aimed to analyse the results of closed reduction and external fixation for displaced three or four part fractures involving humeral head and associated with dislocated humeral head. The rationale is that closed reduction and external fixation for displaced proximal humeral fractures along with dislocation would prevent the replacement of head of humerus and is safe procedure, with good clinical results and acceptable minimal complications.

Materials and Methods

Thirty nine patients with displaced three or four-part fractures of proximal humerus along with dislocated humeral head were included in this study and were treated by closed reduction of fracture and dislocation along with external fixation of proximal humerus. The study was conducted between January 2010 and January 2014. There were 16 women and 23 men with an age range of 20±59 years (Mean 49 years). All patients were evaluated clinically and radiologically postoperatively for a period till union and for one year. The mechanism of injury was moderate to severe in most of our patients and the primary reason being road traffic accident or was a fall while at work. All patients had informed and written consent obtained for the purpose of the study. The patients were informed about the benefits of external fixation and stabilization which included less invasiveness of the surgical procedure, minimal or less soft tissue dissection and almost no soft tissue stripping and the possible complications of external fixation which included loss of fracture reduction requiring more extensive surgery, pins migration and pin-track infection; discomfort due to external fixator during the course of treatment [5,8,16-23]. The present study was approved by ethical committee of institution. Fractures of proximal humerus with dislocation were graded as per Neer’s classification [24], which includes 2 part, 3 part and 4 part fractures and fracture-dislocations, based on severity of fracture pattern. According to Neer [24] more than 1 cm displacement of a fracture or angulation more than 45°C is significant requiring surgical management to preserve shoulder function [24]. All patients in our series had three or four part fractures along with dislocated humeral head according to Neer’s classification.

100% of our patients had closed injury of proximal humerus, with the exception of minor abrasions; however, there shoulder and upper arm were grossly swollen, ecchymosed along with severe pain in range of 8/10 of VAS (Visual Analogue Score). Between January 2010 and January 2014 we had one hundred and eighty four (184) patients comprising of all proximal humeral fractures. One hundred and thirty patients had minor non displaced or minimally displaced greater tuberosity or surgical neck fractures which were managed by simple arm sling application treatment till pain subsidence. Thirteen patients had Neer’s type two or three upper humerus fractures without dislocation of head of humerus. Another two patients of pathological proximal humerus fractures and were treated accordingly. The remaining 39 patients had displaced three or four-part fractures of proximal humerus along with dislocation of head of humerus and were treated by closed reduction, percutaneous external stabilization of proximal humerus and included in our study. The external fixator device was safely removed when there were signs of clinical or radiological union (subsidence of pain, callus formation). Shoulder range of movement exercises were started as soon as the pain allowed. Instructions were provided for the care for pin sites. Patients were followed up as necessary and at 6 week and 3,6,10 and at 12 months. Shoulder function was assessed using Constant Shoulder Score (C.Constant and A Murley) at each follow up which is both subjective and objective and consists of 100 points (Pain-15, Activity of Daily Living- 20, Movements- 40 Strength-25) (Figures 1-8).

Surgical Technique

With patient under general anesthesia on a standard operating table with fluoroscopy control. Using fluoroscopy control, trial of humeral head reduction was performed and followed by reduction of the three or four-part fracture with intra operative manipulation using Kirschner wires. A Steinman pin in distal fragment was used as a joystick for traction as well as reduction.
The reduction was accepted following Neer’s criteria for reduction [24]. All the patients achieved acceptable closed reduction of their fracture. Two or three pins were inserted in proximal fragment and two pins were inserted in the humeral shaft and the fixator was applied (Figure 9).

**Figure 3:** 6 Weeks post operative-Prior to fixator removal.

**Figure 4:** 6 months postoperative film-The humeral head appears contained in glenoid and the patient had reasonable shoulder function. The head of humerus did not appear avascular at 6 months.

**Figure 5:** 14 months postoperative-The humeral head appeared contained with post traumatic arthritis due to avascular necrosis. Active abduction was about 90 degrees at shoulder.
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Figure 6: Pre-operative four part fracture dislocation.

Figure 7: Immediate postoperative films showing congruous reduction, stabilized greater tuberosity and contained head of humerus.

Figure 8: 6 months postoperative films-good contained head of humerus, no signs of avascular necrosis and patient had excellent shoulder function.

Figure 9: Clinical picture of application of fixator – Note the severity of injury- with swelling and ecchymosis along with considerable soft tissue injury.

Results

The interval between injury and surgery was around 4.5 (range 0-9) days; 33 (84.61%) patients were operated in a weeks’ time. The duration of external fixation removal was 48 (range, 39-56) days. The time to radiological union took almost 12 (range 9-14) weeks. The follow-up period was 14 months (range, 12-18). Reduction was good and maintained (Almost anatomical reposition of fragments) in 22 (56.41%) patients and fair in 17 (43.58%) patients with a reasonable alignment of opposing fracture fragments. 7 (17.94%) patients had pin tract infections during course of external fixator application and were managed appropriately till healing. 2 (5.12%) patients developed avascular necrosis of head of humerus starting after 6 months of injury. The function of shoulder was done according to the Shoulder Constant Score (C Constant and Murley). The shoulder function was found excellent in 16 (41.02%) patients, good in 14 (35.89%), moderate in 5 (12.82%) and poor in 4 (10.25%) patients. One (2.56%) patient had early inferior subluxation of gleno humeral joint which required frame readjustment despite initial good reduction. This was probably due to complex nature of the four part fracture dislocation (Figure 10).

Discussion

In developing countries like India, the pattern of fracture varies as compared to developed countries, due to the way of working and mode of trauma sustained. Our patients were younger when we compared to the other reports in the available literature [3,12] (our study- 49 versus other studies-56-61 years). Since the injury sustained was in a much younger age group, men were predominantly involved in our study, compared to predominance of women (61-89%) in reported literature due to the age difference at which the injury is sustained (osteoarthritis and fragility fractures due to trivial fall) [13,14]. The patients in our study were heavy workers and/or labourers and their outcome would be disproportionate due to undue loads placed on shoulder region. Twenty nine (74.35%) of these injuries in our series were due to high-energy trauma sustained, compared to the other studies where almost 89% caused by moderate trauma and 93% following trivial trauma involving activities of daily living, thus giving a higher proportion of osteoporotic fractures around shoulder [4,15]. Our patients had a mean radiological union time of 12 weeks, as compared to 15.2 weeks (3.8 months) in studies where open reduction along with internal fixation or a combination of internal and external fixation was employed [16]. Thirty (76.92%) of our patients had excellent or good results when the shoulder was evaluated on the basis of pain, objectively and subjectively in comparison to 40% after close manipulation in other studies, 73% after use of external stabilisation after reduction and 52% when open reduction and osteo-synthesis procedures were employed [9,17]. Since our patients were much younger and anticipated demands on the shoulder were higher the results may be disproportionate. There were no controls in our study for obvious reasons and the sample size of individuals sustaining this type of injury was moderate, considering the uncommonness of this type of complex injury. In a country like India, inclusive of south Asia, these complex fractures are usually treated with limited resources in best of the institutes and external fixation/stabilisation can be the choice of treatment for displaced and complex proximal humerus fractures, [18] because it doesn’t further compromises the blood supply of the head of humerus and doesn’t further traumatises the soft tissues, enabling early mobilisation of the shoulder which in turn causes reasonable shoulder function and healing in optimal position despite sometimes pin loosening. We made sure that the reduction of greater tuberosity is achievable and maintained, because Malunion and nonunion of greater tuberosity leads to poor outcome due to rotator cuff dysfunction [25]. This is the probable reason that the patients showed better results in those who had accurate/good reduction of the greater tuberosity.

Complications of this complex injury are common despite employing best of the open treatment and even with non-operative management. Those leading to poor patient outcome is avascular necrosis, stiffness of the shoulder and Malunion [26-28] 2 (5.12%) of our patients developed avascular necrosis of humerus head. One patient was moderately pain free and another patient had constant and prolonged pain, which caused


Figure 10: The patient with post traumatic avascular necrosis of femoral head – There was collapse of humeral head along with poor shoulder function.
stiffness of shoulder, affecting activity of daily living after first six months of treatment, which gradually improved to some extent without any active surgical intervention. These two patients with humeral head osteonecrosis however showed clinical and radiological improvement after six months, suggesting a fact that revascularization of head of humerus might be due to creeping substitution, especially since shoulder is a non-weight bearing joint. Open surgical techniques, reduces the incidence of Malunion, but increases chances of surgical site infection, avascular necrosis of humeral head due to stripping, iatrogenic neurologic or vascular injury and implant or hardware failure [29-32]. We had pin track infection in seven (17.94 %) patients, which was considered high, but the fixator was kept because it offered stability to fracture fragments and patients were treated appropriately. The benefits of closed reduction and external fixation of this complex proximal humerus fracture by external fixation and stabilization apparently outweigh these minor undesirable complications during the course of treatment.

Conclusion

External fixation preserves the remaining residual vascularity of these fracture fragments and enables quick rehabilitation and offers early mobilization, thus accomplishing safe healing with a good function. It is effective for management of complex humeral dislocation with displaced proximal humerus fractures and hence it is concluded that closed reduction and external fixation/stabilization is indicated initially rather than head sacrificing procedures or conservative management, in view of the good results obtained after the management with external stabilization. These data show that complex fractures of the proximal humerus should be treated by head preserving surgeries especially in young patients having high demand on shoulder due to their way of working. The risk of avascular necrosis is mild and since the shoulder is a non-weight bearing joint, painful symptoms appear late and could be self limiting sometimes.
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